KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB16 NE/SE
LOCUS CB160000

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) TOPSOIL

BEG. LEVEL(S) 915.30 m/ END LEVEL(S) 454.27 m/1

UNDER LOCUS (ES) — OVER LOCUS(ES) CB160002

UNITS IN LOCUS:
160, 161, 162, 163, 164, 169, 173, 191,
192, 193, 194, 195, 196

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 76.4 FINE 60.0 UNID —

LDM MODERN GREEN GLAZE/FAKE CHINA

SPAN/CONDITION BRONZE AGE = EARLY MODERN SM-LG

GOOD EROSION ON HILL

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL, MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS K080009, K080010

4. FAUNAL BONE: 251, 514, 517, 570, 572, 686, 1873
METAL: 578, 645

5. OTHER PLASTER NO. 20, 64
GLASS: 65, 616

6. INU. K080009, K080015, K080070, K080111, K080012, K080024,
K080022, K080080, K080084, K080254, K0900009

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

CB160000 CONSISTS OF THE LOOSE, DARK TOPSOIL
COVERING THE ENTIRE TRENCH. IN THE SOUTH
EASTERN PORTION OF THE TRENCH, ARCHITECTURAL
FEATURES AND RUBBAGE WERE RELATIVELY 17/6/14
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB1.6 NE/SE

LOCUS CB16002

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) SEE RUBBLE

BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.05 MSL

END LEVEL(S) 464.15 MSL

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB16000

OVER LOCUS(ES) CB16052, CB16054, CB16055, CB16056, CB16057, CB16058, CB16059.


FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 123.27Kg

FINE 5.6 Kg

UNID

SOIL VOLT 12,965 L

LDI TURKISH PIPE (SINGLE FRAG), KAFRE HAVANYA, EARLY ROMAN

SPAN/CONDITION BONE RACE - EARLY MODERN (MAJORITY HELLENISTIC), SMALL TO MED. WORN

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELM, MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU. KO86010, KO86020, KO8 PO12, KO8 PO23, KO8 PO13, KO8 PO14, KO8 PO15, KO8 PO16

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESEVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

CB16002 IS A MIXTURE OF SOME SANDSOIL WITH A COPIOUS AMOUNT OF RUBBLE WHICH COVERS THE ENTIRE TRENCH, WHICH HAS NO ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATIONS. THE RUBBLE LAYER CONSISTS PRIMARILY OF BOULDER SIZE STONES. THOUGH THERE IS A SINGLE FRAG OF EM MATERIAL, THE MAJORITY OF THE MATERIAL DATES TO THE HELLENISTIC/ROMAN EARLY PERIOD.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB1.6 SE
LOCUS CB16005

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) WALL

BEG. LEVEL(S) —
END LEVEL(S) —

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB16000 CB16002
OVER LOCUS(ES) —

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. _____ FINE _____ UNID _____

LDM —

SPAN/CONDITION —

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE _____ HELL. MOULDMADE _____ ROMAN _____

3. COINS —

4. FAUNAL —

5. OTHER —

6. IND. —

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/_FLOAT —

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

CONTINUATION OF A WALL (CB16005) EXCAVATED IN 2000
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CR16. NE/SE

LOCUS CB16009

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) DEMOL

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.55 msl

END LEVEL(S) —

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB16000

OVER LOCUS(ES) —

UNITS IN LOCUS: —

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. — FINE — UND —

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE — HELL. MOULDMADE — ROMAN —

3. COINS —

4. FAUNAL —

5. OTHER —

6. IND. —

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLINT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCATIONS OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

CONTINUATION OF DEMOL (CB14009) EXCAVATED IN 2000.

Where it intersects walls CB16046 and CB16047, where sections of the walls have been removed to accommodate it, this making the drain later than these walls.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB1.6

LOCUS 031

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Floor

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.62

END LEVEL(S) 464.47

UNDER LOCUS (ES) 16056

OVER LOCUS (ES) 16031.1

UNITS IN LOCUS: 260

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 0.41 FINE 2 SHERDS UNID 0.24

2. LAMPS: WHEELED— HELL, MOULD— ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER bone (1766)

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS 3. OVER/UNDER/TONG/BOIND WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Plaster floor bounded by wall 16046 to E, wall 16033 to S, and sub-surface 16052 to the N. Floor 16031 bonds with walls 16033 and 16046, sloping upward to walls 16046 and 16033 and abutting sub-surface 16052. The floor was a hard plaster with a minimal amount of rubble and inclusions of pottery. The floor was also uneven, taking a sharp drop towards the south, and sloping downward going west.

2. over: 16031.1

under:

touching: 16052

bonding: 16046, 16033
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA C[81.6] LOCUS 031.9

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Subsurface

BEG. LEVEL(s) 464.46 END LEVEL(s) 464.40

UNDER LOCUS (ES) 16031 OVER LOCUS(ES) 16031.2

UNITS IN LOCUS: 24

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 0.61 FINE 0.07 + 25UM UNID 0.19

LDM Local Fine; Hell. Coarse

VOL: 25L (5.1); 15kg Cobble

SPAN/CONDITION EB 3rd century/Small/med. Some recent joins

2. LAMPS: Wheelmade — Hell. Mouldmade — Roman —

3. COINS —

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER bone (1772)

6. INU. K080250

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT —

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOC 1E OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Cobble subsurface beneath plaster floor 16031. Consisted of medium cobbles with hard-packed soil between. Same contours as EB[6031] (uneven north with sharp drop to several centimeters to south, slightly down to east). Run from wall 16044 in the south to 16034 in the north, and bounded by 16046 in the east.

2. UNDER: 16031

over: 16031.2

features: 16046, 16044, 16034

border: —
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB1.6 NE

LOCUS 031.2

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Fill

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.46

END LEVEL(S) 464.31 (N), 464.32 (S)

UNDER LOCUS (ES) 16031.1

OVER LOCUS(ES) 16064

UNITS IN LOCUS: 270

FINOS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 2. FINE ___ UNID 0.27

LDM semi-fired, hellish color Vol: 60k

SPAN/CONDITION bronze = poor / small - med. worn

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE ___ HELL MOULDMADE ___ ROMAN ___

3. COINS ___

4. FAUNAL ___

5. OTHER bone (#1773)

6. INV. ___

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT ___

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/ BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Soil beneath cobble subsurface 16031.1, only 1-2 cm in depth. Comes down into earlier surface 16064. Same area as 16031.1.

2. above: 16064

below: 16031.1

touching: 16046, 16034, 16044

bonding: -
Kedesh Locus Sheet

Area C81.6 NE

Locus 033.1

Type (Wall, Floor, Fill Etc.) Fill under wall (removal of two wall blocks)

Begin Level(s) 464.7 (top of 16033) End Level(s) 464.40

Under Locus(es) 16033 Over Locus(es)

Units in Locus:

Finds:

1. Pottery: Total Wt. over 05 Fine — Unid 3 sherds

LDM —

Volume 20

Span/Condition — / small worn

2. Lamps: Wheelmade — Hell. mouldmade — Roman —

3. Coins —

4. Faunal —

5. Other —

6. Inv. —

7. Sediment Analysis/Float —

Locus Description: Include 1. Physical Description, Preservation, Extent 2. Relation to Other Loc 1E Over/Under/Touching/Bonding with Other Floors/Fills/Walls Etc. Use Other Side of Sheet if Necessary.

1. Soil beneath portion of wall 16033, to south of 16031. Beneath were cobbles similar to and excavated with 16031.1.

2. Above:
   - Below: 16033
   - Touching: 16046
   - Below: —
KENESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB1.6 NE
LOCUS 16044

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) removed wall block + underlying fill

BEG. LEVEL(S) 4.64
END LEVEL(S) 4.64 - 7.9

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
OVER LOCUS (ES)

UNITS IN LOCUS: 272

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 0.545 FINE UNID.

LAB White ware pale porous basin

SPAN/CONDITION Persian / small-med. worn

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELM, MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. IND. K08P251

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOC; IE OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Stone removed from wall 16044 in order to see if surface 16044 ran under it, which proved not to be the case. Persian back fill, however confirmed level. Middle of walls. Beneath was more of wall 16044 forming the 4 borders of the surface 16044.

2. OVER:

UNDER:

TOUCHING: 16044

BORDER:
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA C6146 NE/SE

LOCUS C616046

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) WALL (RUNNING NS. CORNERS FROM C616001)

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.94 msl

END LEVEL(S)

UNDER LOCUS (ES) C616002

OVER LOCUS (ES)

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. _____ FINE _____ UNID _____

LDM —

SPAN/CONDITION —

2. LAMPS: WHELMADE _____ HELL, MOULDMADE _____ ROMAN _____

3. COINS —

4. FAUNAL —

5. OTHER —

6. IND. —

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT —

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS (OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC.) USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

LOCUS C616046 IS A LITTLE KNOWING NS ON THE WESTERN EDGE OF THE TRENCH. LOCUS C616046 IS RELATED TO LOCUS C616001 (EXCAVATED IN 2000). C616046 IS APPROX. 4.5m LONG, HORIZONTAL AND IN REASONABLY GOOD CONDITION, A FEW OF THE COBBLE-SIZED FILL STONES ARE MISSING. IT INTERSECTS WITH C616001, C616048, AND C616047, AND RUNS PARALLEL TO C616009.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CB16047 NE

LOCUS: CB16047

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): WNW

BEG. LEVEL(S): 464.81 msl

END LEVEL(S): 

UNDER LOCUS (ES): CB16000
CB16002

OVER LOCUS (ES): 

UNITS IN LOCUS: 

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. ___ FINE ___ UNID ___

LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELED:___ HELL. MOULDMADE:___ ROMAN:___

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. IND

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS (IE UNDER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

CB16047 IS A WALL RUNNING EW THROUGH THE CENTRAL PART OF THE TRENCH. IT IS LIKELY RELATED TO CB16034 (EXCAVATED IN 2004). IT IS APPROX. 4M LONG, AND IS IN REASONABLY GOOD CONDITION. IT INTERSECTS WITH CB16046 TO FORM A SMALL ROOM CONTAINING A DRAIN (CB16009). IT IS CONSTRUCTED USING THE PIER AND RIBBLE METHOD; HOWEVER, ONE SECTION OF RIBBLE HAS BEEN REMOVED IN ORDER TO ACCOMMODATE THE DRAIN.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA C81.6 NE

LOCUS 16047.0

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Wall Plus

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.90

END LEVEL(S) 464.92

UNDER LOCUS (ES) 16047

OVER LOCUS(ES) 16009

UNITS IN LOCUS: 259

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 1.04 kg FINE 2 sherds UNID 0.22

LDM B5P

SPAN/CONDITION Pcs -> 2"L, small - med. worn

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL, MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS —

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER shell (#1722), bone (1721)

6. IND —

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/_FLOAT —

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/ BUNDLING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Reconstructed portion of wall C81.647, rebuilt after drain 16009 was cut through wall 16047. 047.0 consisted of several large, roughly cut stones on top of hard-pack soil. The LDM of B5P fits within other LDM's of the surrounding rooms and dates the drain as a Seleucid renovation. 16047.0 covered drain 16009.

2. over: 16009

under: 16047

touching: —

bonded: —
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CB16048 SE

LOCUS:

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): WALL

BEG. LEVEL(S): ~ 464.56 m

END LEVEL(S): ~

UNDER LOCUS (ES): CB16048

OVER LOCUS(ES): ~

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. ~ FINE ~ UNID ~

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE ~ HELL: MOULDMADE ~ ROMAN ~

3. COINS ~

4. FAUNAL ~

5. OTHER ~

6. INU. ~

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT ~

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS, IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

LOCUS CB16048 IS A WALL REMAINING EW THROUGH THE SE QUADRANT. IT IS APPROX 2m LONG AND IS IN FAIR CONDITION. HOWEVER IT IS MISSING LOWER STONES. IT INTERSECTS WITH CB16047 AND CB16046.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CB160 NEISE

LOCUS: CB16049

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)

BEG. LEVEL(s) 464.47 msl *

END LEVEL(s) —

* NB robbed down to 463.59 msl

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB16000

OVER LOCUS(ES) —

CB16002

UNITS IN LOCUS: —

FINOS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. ___ FINE ___ UNID ___

LDM —

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE ___ KILN, MOULDMADE ___ ROMAN ___

3. COINS —

4. FAUNAL —

5. OTHER —

6. INU. —

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS/ DUE/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

CB16049 IS A WALL RUNNING NS THROUGH THE CENTER OF THE SE QUADRANT. IT IS APPROX. 2.5M
LONG, IN REASONABLY GOOD CONDITION, BUT IS MOSTLY ROBBED OUT AFTER THE FIRST 2.5M UNTIL FOR APPROX. 4M.
LATEX EXCAVATION REVEALED THAT CB16049 WAS IN FACT A LAMP AND WELL-PRESERVED WALL RUNNIN, APPROX. 0.3M
THROUGH THE TRENCH, THOUGH AT APPROX. 4M, MOUTH OF THE WALL ARE MISSING FOR APPROX.
2M. IT INTERSECTS WITH CB16048 AND CB16047.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CBl. 4 NEQ

LOCUS: CB16050

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): FLOOR

BEG. LEVEL(S): 484.40 msl

END LEVEL(S): 484.27 msl

UNDER LOCUS (ES): CB16002

OVER LOCUS (ES): CB16050, 1

UNITS IN LOCUS: 239, 240

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 3.5 kg

FINE: 0.0 kg

UNID: 1.9 kg

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE______ HELL. MOULDMADE______ ROMAN______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL: Bones: 1272

5. OTHER

6. IND.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

CB16050 IS A FLOOR COMPRISED OF THIN WITTISH/BROWN PLASTER IN THE COST OF THE NE QUADRANT, ADJOINING (BUT NOT BONDING) TO CB16047 AND CB16049. IT IS PRESERVED ONLY IN A 1m X 2.7m STRIP.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB160 NE

LOCUS CB16051

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) WALL

BEg. LEVEL(S) 464.82 M

END LEVEL(S) —

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB16050

OVER LOCUS(ES) —

UNITS IN LOCUS: —

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL Wt. ______ FINE ______ UNID ______

LDM —

SPAN/CONDITION —

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE ______ HELL. MOULDMADE ______ ROMAN ______

3. COINS —

4. FAUNAL —

5. OTHER —

6. IND. —

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT —

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCi IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

CB16051 IS A WALL RUNNING ENE THROUGH THE NORTH OF THE SE QUADRANT OF CB160. IT IS APPROX. 3M AND IN RELATIVELY POOR CONDITION, MISSING MANY STONES OF ITS EXISTING UPPER COURSE, AND APPEARING TO HAVE BEEN RUBBED OUT. IT APPEARS AS THOUGH IT THE WALL HAD BEEN IN BETTER CONDITION, IT WOULD HAVE RUN PERPENDICULAR W/CB16050 AND CB16041. IT ALSO Runs UNDER THE DRAIN (CB16009) AND MEETS WALL CB16046.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA C31.6 NE

LOCUS 057

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Surface

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.62

END LEVEL(S) 464.29

UNDER LOCUS (ES) 16002, 16031

OVER LOCUS(ES) 16034

UNITS IN LOCUS: 2, 3, 9, 7, 5

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 3.9 lb FINE 3 sheets UNID 0.96 lbs

LDL BSP/molded delphinium greyware lamp VOL: 210

SPAN/CONDITION Bronze 2nd c. (small = medium, note BSP, and gold/strat)

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE - HELL. MOULDMADE - ROMAN

3. COINS -

4. FAUNAL -

5. OTHER Plaster (#1769); Metal (#1770); tessera (#1771); bone (1768)

6. INU. K08P249

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT -

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EHTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS; 3. OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Surface to N of floor 16031, including subsurface of doorway in 16046 to E of floor 16031. Surface was of a crumbly, plaster and burnt lime soil/cobble matrix. Beneath this surface were cobble, probably part of wall 16034. The LDL BSP is consistent with other remains and structures in the area. This surface abuts but does not bond with 16031. This includes an area which was once a portion of floor 16031, a subsurface in the clear area of wall 16046, which was dug together with surface 16032 as part 263, as they were interpreted as the same surface. This surface has been interpreted as part of a wall 16031, with an extension of 16034 to the area in the
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB1.6 NE

LOCUS CB16053

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Surface

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.43

END LEVEL(S) 464.11

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB16031

OVER LOCUS(ES) 16053.1

UNITS IN LOCUS: 254, 255, 257

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 17 lb. FINE 3 sherds UNID 4.16 in.

LDM BSP

SPAN/CONDITION Brown /hell. /small wear. wear

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE—— HELM. MOULDMADE—— ROMAN——

3. COINS——

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER Plates (x 62); Ivory Inlay (K088100); Bone (1619, 1661, 1664, 1666)

6. IND. K08P184, K0881006

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT——

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOC I.E OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Hard packed soil/plaster inclusion surface, N of drain 16009 and S of wall 26025. Surface was patchy, and uneven, but originally extended over whole of area b/w 16047, 16009, and 26025. The date of the surface is consistent with other rooms in this area. Nearly BSP as a LDM, indicating it part of the selected use of the building. The surface extends over parts CB1.6 NE and CB2.6SE. Towards N, near wall 26025, the surface is thickly,

2. over: 16053.1

under:

touching: 16047, 16009, 26025

bonding——
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CBl NE

LOCUS 053, 1

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Fill (1.1 at surface)

BEG. LEVEL(s) 464.26

END LEVEL(s) 464.17

UNDER LOCUS (ES) 16053

OVER LOCUS(ES) —

UNITS IN LOCUS: 256

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 13.5 kg FINE 2, sherds UNID. 2.5 kg

LDM Classical Binding, semi firing. Hell. spatter Vol. 650 kg

SPAN/CONDITION Brown 7 Pera / Hell. small - med. worn

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE — HELL. MOULDMADE — ROMAN —

3. COINS —

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER Stops (#765), bone (#1665)

6. INUL K08P247

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT —

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.

RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS (E) OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/ BONDING WITH OTHER

FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Fill beneath surface 16053. Soil included no plants, and was a dark-

yellow brown, likely at least each Hellinistic in date, as nothing need

date later than the 4th C.

2. under: 16053

over —

touching: 16047, 16009, 26025

bonding —
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB16 SE

LOCUS CB16054

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) FILL

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.28 msl

END LEVEL(S) 463.99 msl

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB16002

OVER LOCUS(ES)

UNITS IN LOCUS: 205, 213, 221, 243

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 24.2 kg FINE 0.1 kg UNID 9.0 1708 L of soil

LDM HELD. COOK, LOCAL FINE, HELLENISTIC

SPAN/CONDITION BRONZE AND HELLENISTIC small to med. worn

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE______ HELD. MOULDMADE______ ROMAN______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL 7993, 7994, 7857

5. OTHER 7995 (metal)

6. IND. K08P109

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

CB16054 CONSISTS OF FILL DATING TO THE HELLENISTIC PERIOD AND IS LOCATED IN THE SE QUADRANT, PRIMARILY IN THE SOUTH EAST CORNER. IT IS BELOW THE RUBBLE LAYER, AND @ APPROX. THE SAME LEVEL AS CB16050. A FLOOR SHOULD IN THEORY, AND CB16050 SHOULD HAVE EXTENDED INTO THIS SPACE. HOWEVER, THIS WAS NOT PERCEIVED DUE TO THE RUBBLE, CAUSING ITS DESTRUCTION. IT'S TOUCHING CB16004 AS WELL AS CB16050.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB16  NE  LOCUS CB16055

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) STONE PLUM

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.77 MSL  END LEVEL(S) 464.67 MSL

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB16002  OVER LOCUS(ES) CB16055.1

UNITS IN LOCUS: 228

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. _____ FINE _____ UNIB

LDM _____

SPAN/CONDITION _____

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE _____ HELL. MOULDMADE _____ ROMAN _____

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVAATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Removal of floor stones, plugging & deadway within wall CB16046 CB16055 bonds with CB16046, and is home CB16055.1.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB160 NE

LOCUS CB16055.1

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) SOIL BELOW STONES

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.67 MSL

END LEVEL(S) 464.64 MSL

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB16055.1

OVER LOCUS(ES) CB16050

UNITS IN LOCUS: 229

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 1.0 KG FINE 0.2 KG UNID 0.2 KG

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE _____ HELL. MOULDMADE _____ ROMAN _____

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL Bone 1000

5. OTHER Flakes 710

6. INU. K08P123, K08P124

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
REATION TO OTHER LOCUS OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

CB16055.1 WAS THE REMAIN OF THE SOIL BENEATH THE 4 STONES
REMOVED IN CB16055. TWO MOSTLY COMPLETE PROFILES WERE
FOUND WITHIN THE LOCUS. AFTER REMOVING THE SOIL, IT WAS DISCOVERED
 THAT PORTIONS OF A PATCH OF CB16050 CONTINUED INTO THE DOORWAY.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB 16 NE

LOCUS CB16056

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) FLOOR DEPOSIT

BEG. LEVEL(s) 464.79 m

END LEVEL(s) 464.63 m

UNDER LOCUS(ES) CB16002

OVER LOCUS(ES) CB16030

UNITS IN LOCUS:

175, 178, 179, 182

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 8.5 kg

FINE 0.1 kg

UNIQ 1.7 kg

SOIL VOLUME 340 L

LDM HELL SPATTER, RSP, NECKGO, COOK POT, COOKWARE

SPAN/CONDITION BRONZE AGE - RSP

SML TO MDL, CORN

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL, MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS KO8CO10

4. FAUNAL T283, T282

5. OTHER Stone T278

Metal T299, T28

6. INU. KO8501, KO85041, KO85042, KO85053, KO85054, KO85044

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.

RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS (E) OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER

FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

LOCUS CB16056 CONSISTS OF THE SOIL DIRECTLY ABOVE CB16024.

CB16056 IS ADJACENT TO CB16046, COMPLETE PROFILES OF A SPATTERWARE

CUP, AND A TYPE OF MEASURING VESSEL (IMPOSTO/SICLOUSE) MADE OUT OF HEAVY

FAIENCE. CB16056 CONSISTED OF GREY BROWN/LIGHT BROWN SOIL AND

HAD RELATIVELY MINIMAL LARGE INCLUSIONS.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB1.6 NE

LOCUS CB16057

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) SOIL ASSOCIATED WITH CB16047

DEG. LEVEL(S) 464.40 m/s End Level(s) 464.20 m/s

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB16002

OVER LOCUS(ES)

UNITS IN LOCUS: EB 217

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: Total wt. 2.1 kg Fine 0.1 kg Unid 0.6 kg

LDM BSP

SPAN/CONDITION Brown Age-BSP Small red. worn

2. LAMPS: Wheelmade_______ Hell. Mouldmade_______ Roman_______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL 7902

5. OTHER

6. IND.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IE OVER/UNDER/Touching/Bonding WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

CB16057 is at the east end of CB16047, with which it is bonded. CB16057 was an exploratory locus meant to see whether or not CB16047 continued further eastward. It is adjacent to CB16050. After the completion of CB16057, it was determined that CB16047 did not have any extant portions which had not already been exposed in previous loci.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB16 NE  LOCUS CB14058

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) HELLENISTIC PHASE OF N. DRAIN ROOM

BEGIN LEVEL(S) 464.62 msl  END LEVEL(S) 463.70 msl

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB14002  OVER LOCUS(ES) -

UNITS IN LOCUS:
183, 187, 189, 190, 201, 202, 218, 220

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 54.9 kg  FINE 1.0 kg  UNID 21.9 kg

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE 1  HELL. MOULDMADE 1  ROMAN

3. COINS KO8, CO, KO8 CO, KO10

4. FAUNAL Bone T35, T409, T409, T733, T73, T80, T97, T97

5. OTHER RA T355

6. IND. KO85002, KO8P047, KO8L007, KO8P055, KO8P057, KO8B1003, KO8M015, KO8P255

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCII E/DUE/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

CB14058 IS IN THE NORTH DRAIN ROOM, AND IS ADJACENT TO CB14049, CB14047, CB14009, CB14051, AND BENEATH CB14002. NO SURFACE ASSOCIATION WITH THE N. DRAIN ROOM WERE EVER LOCATED.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CBI.6 SE
LOCUS CBI6059

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) HELM. PHASE OF S. DRAIN ROOM

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.23 MSL
END LEVEL(S) 463.56 MSL

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CBI6002
OVER LOCUS(ES) CBI6060

UNITS IN LOCUS: 209, 252

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 23.4 kg FINE 0.1 kg UNID 6.9 kg

LDM BSP, COOK

SPAN/CONDITION BRONZE AEI - BSP.

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELM. MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL Bone 7819

5. OTHER

6. IND.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS ES, OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

CBI6059 IS IN THE S. DRAIN ROOM AND IS ADJACENT TO CBI6049, CBI6002, CBI6048 AND IS BENEATH CBI502 AND ABOVE CBI6060. LIKE CBI6058 (TO WHICH CBI6059 IS MOST LIKELY RELATED), NO SURFACE WAS FOUND IN THIS AREA.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB16 SE/NE

LOCUS CB16060

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) LOBBING TRENCH

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.17 m3

END LEVEL(S) 463.79 m3

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB16059, CB16058

OVER LOCUS(ES) CB16051, CB16049

UNITS IN LOCUS:

206, 210, 214, 219, 222, 246

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 19.40 kg FINE 0.3 kg UNID 8290 7.2 kg

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE 1 HELL. MOULDMADE 0 ROMAN 0

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL
   Bone T 820, T 852, T 853, T 977, T 1059, T 874
   Shell T 854

5. OTHER
   Stone T 954
   Metal T 955, T 966

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCATIONS OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

CB16060 IS BENEATH CB16059 AND CB16058, AND IS DIRECTLY ADJACENT TO AND ON CB16049 AND CB16050. THE LOBBING TRENCH LEAVES THE EXTENT TO WHICH CB16049 AND CB16050 WERE ROBBED, AS WELL AS PROVIDES A DATE FOR THE ROBBING (MID 1ST CENTURY CE), WHICH PROVES THAT WILL CB16049 WAS IN EXISTENCE IN ANTIQUITY, MAKING IT CLEAR THAT THE DISTINCTION MADE BY EXCAVATORS (ARE, ETC.) BETWEEN THE N. AND S. DRAIN ROOMS IS ACCURATE.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB1.6

LOCUS CB116061

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) SEALED SOIL BENEATH CB16050/CE16050:1

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.27 mSL

END LEVEL(S) 464.15 mSL

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB16050:1

OVER LOCUS(ES)

UNITS IN LOCUS: 241

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 21 kg FINE 0.0 kg UNID 2.6 kg

LDM SEMI FINE/COOK

SPAN/CONDITION EARLY BRONZE - PERSIAN/HELL.

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE 1 HELL. MOULDMADE 1 ROMAN 1

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL 1 BOX T1273

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

CB16061 IS A LOCUS CONSISTING OF SOIL SEALED BENEATH FLOOR CB16050 AND CB16050:1. EXCAVATIONS REVEALED NO POTTERY WHICH NEED DATE LATER THAN THE PERSIAN PERIOD, OR EARLY HELL. NO
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB1.6 NW

LOCUS CB16062

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) PASSES IN BIN ROOM

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.10 msl

END LEVEL(S) 463.76 msl

UNDER LOCUS (ES) *CB16032

OVER LOCUS(ES)

UNITS IN LOCUS:

231, 232, 233

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 109.2 kg FINE 38.7 kg UNID 0.4 kg

LDM PARTHIAN GLazed, LOCAL FINE, ESP

SPAN/CONDITION BRONZE AGE - ESP

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE R14 HELL. MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU. K08P153, K08S010, K08P124, K08P135

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IF OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

KEDESHE LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CB1.6

LOCUS: CB14063

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): CLEANING/Baulk Trim

BEGIN LEVEL(S):—

END LEVEL(S):—

UNDER LOCUS (ES):—

OVER LOCUS (ES):—

UNITS IN LOCUS:

165, 177, 185, 204, 207, 208, 211, 225, 227, 235, 236, 237, 250, 265

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT.—— FINE—— UNID——

LDN——

SPAN/CONDITION——

2. LAMPS: WHEELED—— HEAVY MOULDMADE—— ROMAN——

3. COINS

Bone T1082, T1641

4. FAUNAL

Shell T1642

5. OTHER

Plaster T1076

Stopper T1713

6. IND.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

CB14063 CONSISTS OF VARIOUS CLEANING AND BAULK TRIM UNITS, WHICH YIELDED LITTLE TO NO INTERPRETATION.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA C81.6 NE

LOCUS 064

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) surface

BEGIN LEVEL(S) 464.34 (CN), 464.32 (S)

END LEVEL(S) 464.34

UNDER LOCUS (ES) 16031.2

OVER LOCUS (ES) 16064.1

UNITS IN LOCUS: 2/7

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 34 FINE — UNID 118kg

2. LDM Semi-Axe, Neckless Coinage

SPAN/CONDITION Bronze = hell, small-medium worn

3. LAMPS: WHEELMADE — HELL MOULDMADE — ROMAN —

4. COINS —

5. FAUNAL —

6. OTHER bone (1788)

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT —

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS UNDER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Earlier surface, consisting of a hard-paste soil, plaster/limestone

2. over: 16064.1

3. under: 16031.2

4. touching: 16046, 16034, 16044

5. bonding: —
KEBESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA C81.6
LOCUS 064.1

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Fill

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.34
END LEVEL(S) 464.25

UNDER LOCUS (ES) 16064
OVER LOCUS (ES) 16064.2

UNITS IN LOCUS: 273

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 4.5kg FINE — UNID 1.5kg

LDM semi-fine, neckless conical rim: 2006

SPAN/CONDITION Bronze ⇒ Persian / Small-medium worn.

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE — HELL. MOULDMADE — ROMAN — Folded 1 (semi-fine)

3. COINS —

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER: stopple (1815), bird (1739)

6. IND. —

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT —

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. 9cm of soil beneath earlier surface 16064. Bedding surface for surface 16064. Few cobbles (ca. 20% of soil matrix). Same area as 16064.

2. OWI 16064.2

UNDER: 16064
TOUCHING: 16046, 16034, 16044
BONDING: —

```
Kedes Locus Sheet

Area C81.6 NE

Locus 044.2

Type (Wall, Floor, Fill etc.) Fill

Beg. Level(s) 464.25

End Level(s) 463.81

Under Locus(es) 16064.1

Over Locus(es) —

Units in Locus: 274

Finds:

1. Pottery: Total Wt. 2.3 kg

Fine 4 sherds, UNID 8 kg

LDM Local Fine

Vol: 1200 l

Span/Condition MB, Hell. / small medium worn

2. Lamps: Wheelmade —, Hell. Mouldmade —, Roman —, Folded 1 (semi-Rim)

3. Coins —

4. Faunal

5. Other Stoppers (x2, 1817), Metal (Arrowhead, Bone #1 1790, 1810)

6. Inu: K05M023, K08P0252, K08P0253

7. Sediment Analysis/Float —

Locus Description: Include 1. Physical Description, Preservation, Extent 2. Relation to other loci ie over/under/touching/bonding with other floors/fills/walls etc. Use other side of sheet if necessary.

1. Excavation of rest at soil beneath surface 16064. LDM for this locus (local fire) post dates those from 16064 and 16064.1, placing surface 16064 in at least the 3rd BCE.

2. Over: —

Under: 16064.1

Touch: 16046, 16034, 16064

Beneath: —
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CO1,6NE
LOCUS No Locus

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)

BEG. LEVEL(S) —
END LEVEL(S) —

UNDER LOCUS (ES) —
OVER LOCUS(ES) —

UNITS IN LOCUS: 256, 262

FUNDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 0.23 kg FINE 2 sherds UNID 0.09

LDN —

SPAN/CONDITION —

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE — HELL. MOULDMADE — ROMAN —

3. COINS —

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER shell (1722), bone (1721, 1767)

6. INU. —

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT —

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCi IE OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Cleaning — No Locus